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Was zahlen Sie ftir einen Rat, wie man sein Geld anlegt mit Nu n?
Hast du Geld, lap es nicht bei dir im Sack, geh, zu den Menschen und

säe es aus. Das ist ein Acker, der dilngt sich mit Blut, da wächst etwas,
da kommt etwas heraus, das produziert die IGone des Gewinns.

Georg Kaiser, Der Silbersee

The main purpose of this article is to highlight a passage ofthe recently pub_
lished Main Manuscript of Capital IIIr that was not included in Engels, edi_
tion of this book. It is scarcely mentioned in the literature that Marx develops
,r,o examples of the transformation procedure in what became the chapter 9
of the third volume. Ever since Bortkiewicz published his famous articles on
the "transformation problem',, Marx's commentators have focused only on
the ,rsl example given in that chapter, because it seemed compatible with
that interpretation, the second example being almost universally neglected.
The missing text, which is a fundamental piece in the explanation of the
transformation procedure, pertains to this second example and Engels, omis_
sion probably contributed to the subsequent confusion regarding the hans_
formation. This article begins by considering the first example o}th. t -r_formation presented in chapter 9 and its corutection with the interpretation
proposed by Bortkiewicz and his many followers. I will show that Bort_
kiewicz substartially altered the textual evidence in order to,.adjust,, it to his

* Thaaks to Marcala Clavüo, paut Cockshott, Allin Cottrell, John Emst, Duncan Foley,
Alan Freeman, Paolo Giussani, Rolf Hecker, Andrew Kliman, Chai__on Lee, Fred Mo_
seley, Brucc Roberts, Adolfo Rodriguez, Alliedo Saad-Filho and Michael Williams for
helpfitl discussions._None of these people are responsible for the opinions I present in
this work. This article is dedicated to Gmciela.I MEGa' J4.z "Die Gestaltungen des Gesa.rnmtprozesses,,, written between sunmer
1864 ard Decembü 1865. This is the ,.main manuscript' Engels refers to in the preface
of Capital III, p. 94. See a critical appraisal of Engels; editio; of Capital III in Heinrich
It996-971.
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ou'n interpretation. The next section systematically reconstructs the second

example, focusing initially on the text omitted by Engels. The new evidence

contained in the missing passage supports the interpretation of the transfor-

mation given by some authors since the 1980s2 and shows that Marx's proce-

dure is logically consistent. The third section provides a numerical illustra-

tion of lhe second example of the transfonmation procedure in both static and

dynamic situations.

1. Th€ ,First Example" in Chapter 9 and Bortkiewicz's Interpretation
ofthe Transformation

The extensive literature on the "transformation problem" has not examined

the whole ofthe textual evidence regarding this aspect of Marx's theory.3 The

dominant interpretation - proposed by Tugan-Baranows§ and Bortkiewicz

at the beginning of this centurya - consists mainly of a possible interpretation

of one of lhe two examples presented in what Engels published as chapter 9

of volume III. In this chapter, however, there are tleo illustrations of the

transformation procedure,s not only one as most of the literature implici§
suggests. Certainly, if both examptes had exact§ the same features, this

would be irrelevant for understanding of Marx's presentation. Yet this is not

the case.

The core ofthefrs t example of lhe transformation procedure in chapter 9 is a

set of two tables widely reproduced, with important modificatiozs, by Marx's

commentators:5

2 
See footnotes 23 and 42 for the reference§.

3 A non-€xhaustive list of passages in which Marx deals witb rhe transformation can be

found in Ramos and Rodriguez [1996], p. 74, footnote 10. As far as I kno% Marx ples-

ents frve tabular illustrations of the ta!§formatiol: The first (2 tables, 5 spheres) in

Theories of Surplus Vatue II, pp. 67-{8; the second (l table, 4 spheres) in a letter to

Engels dated 2 August 1862; the third (1 table,4 spheres) in Theories ofSurplus Value II,
p. Jss; O" fouth (3 tables, 5 spheres) in Capital IlJ., p. 2554 and tlrc fifth (l table, 3

spheres), ibid., p. 264. The latter will be discus§ed in seation 2.3.
a 

Tugan [905], pp. 1704 Bor&iewicz [1906], [1907a] ard U907bl. MuehlPfordt

[1393] ard Mühlpfort [1895] (the salne author) presenl the §ame ap'proach ard
isolution" as Bortkiewicz but was only recently rediscovered by Howard and King

[1989], p. 55-7.
5 capital III, pp. 255-6 and p. 263-5; MEG A2 ru4.2,231-3 and24o-1.
6 Capital lll, pp. 255-{; MEGA2 ru4.2,231-3. The Main ManusciPt and the published

version do not differ conceptually
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Capitals R-ate of

sulplus-

value

Surplus- Rate

profit

Used up c

s

Cost price

L 100% 20 20% 50 90 70

II, 70. + 30, 100% 30 300/o 51 1u 8l

III 60 + 40" 1000/. 40 40% 5l l3l 9l

IV 1000/" t5 t5% 40 '70 55

95. + 5- 5 5% 10 20 l5

Total I l0

22

Capitals SurpluF

commoditie

s

Cost price

of com-

modities

Price of

commoditie

s

Rate

profit

Divergence

of price

fiom value

I. 80. + 20- 20 90 '70 92 22% +2

II, 70! + 30" 30 t 8l l0l 22% 8

II 60c + 40v 40 131 9l I 13 220/. -18

85.+ 15, l5 70 55 7',l 22% +'1

95. + 5" 5 20 l5 37 +1',7

Since Bortkiewicz's time, these tables have been interpreted in the following
way: Each table corresponds to a set of simultaneous equations, the first be-
ing a "system of values" and the second a ,.system of production prices,,. In
the "system of values", the "value" of commodity .,j,, (X,) is defined as the
sum of the valae of the used up means of production (",,:) + th" value of t}re
means of subsistence 1vr111 + surplus-value (q), that is, as the sum of the
"cosl-price in value terms" + surplus-value, },i = (cr;; + vrij) + m, = Krij + mj.7
It is thus claimed that this is the definition of value in the first table; for ex-
ample, the value of commodities produced in sphere I would be (50" + 20,) +
20. = 90. On the other hand, it is maintained that Marx calculated the prices
of production incorrectly, in ttu:ee steps: Firstly, he obtained the ..value rate
of profit" as the ratio between total surplus-value and total advanced capital
"in value terms" in the first table -l l0J(390" + ll0,)= 22y . then, he trans-
ferred the "cost-prices in value" (Krü) from the first to the second table ü,irlr-

7 
Superscript "1" indicates that the magritude corresponds to the valte of inputs, and sub-
scdpr "ij" that input "i" is used in the production of,J,'.

| ,0.. ,r"

| ,r" * tr,

lrro. * ,,0.

I;,- *
I;;_l
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out modifying them, e.g. in sphere I, 50c + 20" = 70; lastly, he obtained the
prices ofproduction by adding K111 + p', where p' is the "average profit" cal-
culated in accordance with the "value rate ofprofit", (50,+ 20,) + 220= 92.
According to Bortkiewicz, Marx's enor would lie in the second step because,

when constructing the "system of production prices", he had "made the mis-
take of carrying over certain magnitudes [the sc<alled "cost-prices in value

terms", Kr1.; ] without alteration from the table of values into that of prices"
whereas "in transforming values into prices, it is inadmissible to exclude

from the recalculation the constant and variable capital invested in the vari-

ous spheres of production."E In other words, the frocedure imputed to Marx
by Bortkiewicz is incompatible with the correct specification of production

price as the sum of the price of the means of production + lhe price of the

means of subsistengg + profit, that is as the sum of the cost-price + average

profit, Pi = (cPii + vPrl + p', = KP, + p'.;.e According to this inter?retation, al-

though "Marx recognized the need to transform input as well as output values

into prices ofproduction", he "was unable to extend his analysis to allow him
to do so."ro Thus, Bortkiewicz's "correction" is to speciff the "system of
prices", in which the elements of the cost-price are 'lransformed" into pro-

duction prices Pj = KPij + p'j, while the "system ofvalues" remains as a set of
simultaneous equations in which the value is defined as \= Kri: + m1. The

widely known results of this algebraical setting are, firstly, that neither the

"value rate of profit" nor the "system of values" play any role in the determi'

nation of production pricesrr and, secondly, that "it would [...] not be permis-

t Bo.tki"*i", [1907a], p. 9. The argüment had been aheady raise.d by a collaboralor of
Böhm-Bawerk J.v. Komorzynski: "Marx has di$egarded the mutual dependence of the

pic€s ofthe various Foducts and the same omi§§ion is found in many passages *{rere he

presens the 'price ofproduction' as 'cost-lrice' including profit bu! al the same time, he

defines 'cost-?ric€' as the 'value' of tlrc consumed constant and vadable capiral. [For ex-

ample, Marx ass€rts thatl prices ofproduction 'are equal io their cost elements (the valu€

ofthe constant and vadable capital consumed) plus a profit determined by the geoeral rale

ofprofit'. Komosynski [l8%], p. 2%, 289. The passage cited ftom Marx is Capital IU, p.

779. Komorzrrski confuses the value of cohstafi Nd votiable capilal, which is deter-

mined by the prices the capitalists pay when advancing money, with tlrtr value of the

mearc of prodrction and consumption, given by the social labor+ime matetialized in
those commodities.

9 
Supeßcript "P" indicates th6t the magnitude corresponds to the prodrcrion yice of fi\-
puts.

ro 
Howard and King 1 197 51, p. 144.

rr 
Tugan [905], p. 174; Samuelson [970].
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sible to equate total price with total value whilst simultaneously equating to-
tal profit with total surplus value."r2
Perhaps the main featüe of this interpretation is a dual definition of cost-
price.In effect" according to these authors, there would be two "cost-prices",
the already mentioned "cost-price in value terms" (K', *d "cost-price in
price terms" (KPij). It is interesting to note, firstly, that this peculiar termino-
logical distinction is not found in Marx's text. He presents "cost-price" as a
single magnitude for which the chosen words ("cost-price") clearly indicates
that capitalists are purchasing the inputs at their (production) prlces. So, it is
manifest that the term "cost-prlce in yalue terms,, is in itself awkward and
the result of confusing between casr-plice arrd. the value contained in the in-
purs. More generally, values and production prices are defined. dualistically
as two completely separate "systems" or .,worlds,', thus severing the real and
conceptual unity between them: it is tlle case neitler that value is expressed
effectively (although contradictorily) by price nor that price is a manifesta-
tion ofvalue. Both magnitudes are conceived, rather, as p arallel, non-related,
ideal rules of price formation.l3 The dualistic understanding of the
value/price relation neglects the relation between value-subslance (Wert-
szäslanz) and value-form (Werform), i.e. the fact that the substance ofvalue
(abstract social labor-time) must appear as morr"yln and, at the same time,
"money is labour time in the form ofa general object, or the objectilication of
general labour time"r5. As Marx argues, the value/price relation is actually

t2

l3

l4

Bortkiewicz u907al, p. 12.

"Value--calculation means to determine the exchalge-relationships of goods according
to the Law of Value. Priceralculation means to determine the same exchange_
relationships according to the Law ofthe Equal Rate of profit.,' Bortkiewicz [1907a], p.
6. So, production price is ao longer a "transformed form of value,, but an;lrernative
rule of exchange. Dualism could be traced back to the early notion (Sombart, Schrnido
that \alue [...] is not an empirical fact but an ideal or logical one,, (Engels [1g95], p.
l03l), a vision also shared by Bemstein for whom value is..a purely abstract entity,,
(Bemstein [ 899], p. 34). Additionally, Engels, ,.historical,' conception of the trarlsfor_
qatign - Jalue" would belong to a ple--capitalist stage (,,simple commodity ploduc_
tioo") while "production pric.e" is particular to capitalism may have contributed to this
dualistic inierpretation. Kauts§'s influential ökonomische Lehren diss€minated Engels,
point of view (Kautsky [1936], pp. 19_22,241-3). On ..dualism,' see Ramos and
Rodriguez [996] and on Engels' "historic,' interpretation of value, see Weeks [19g1],
pp. l2-23 and Hecker [l997].
"Money as a measure of value is the necessary form of appearance of the measue of
value which is immanent in commodities, namely labour-time.', Capital I, p. l gg.

15 
Gnmdrisse, p. 168.
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accomplished by means of quantitative divergences,t6 one of which is con-
sidered in the transformation ofvalues into production prices.
As has been mentioned, the dualistic authors claim that the definitions of
value and price ofproduction proposed by Tugan and Bortkiewicz are simply
an algebraic translation of the two tables of the first example in chapter 9.

However, to be plausible, this opinion requires a substantial alteration ofthe
textual evidence presented in that chapter. If - as it is alleged - the tables

were respectively a "system of values" without prices and a "system of
prices" without values, the latter rzast not contain columns for surplus-value
and value. Yet, Marx's second table does present these columns. This
"detail" is never mentioned in the literature because the accepted practice is

to cite Bortkiewicz's version of the tables. His version sappresses these col-

umrs in order to make the example "adequate" to his dualistic conception of
the tränsformation procedure.rT In addition, it is clear that without supprcss-

ing the columns of surplus-value and value, the interpretation of the tables as

"separate systems" is not plausible. Instead, Marx's original presentation

suggests that the tables are parts of a single-table example in which the pur-

ported difference between Kr1 and KP;1 does not exist. This point of view is
substantially buttressed by the "second example" of the transformation pro-

cedure considered in the following section.

2. The,,Second Example": A Non-Dualistic and Sequential Illustration
of the Transformation Procedure

In Engels' edition of chapter 9, a few pages after the example altered by

Bortkiewicz there is a second, different illustration ofthe transformation pro-

16 
"The magnitude ofthe value ofa commodity [...] expresses a nec€ssary relation to social

labour-time which is inherent in the process by which its value is created. With the
trahsfotmdtiok of the magnitude of value into the p ce thls r]lecEssary relation appears

as the exchange-ratio between a single commodity and the money coürmodity which
exists outside it. This relation, however, may express both the magnitude ofvalue ofthe
cornrnodity and the greater or lesser quantity of money for which it cm be sold under

the given circumstances. The possibility, therefore, of a quantitative incongmity be-

tween price and magnitude of value, i.e. the possibility that the price may diverge from
the magnitude ofvalue, is inherent in the price-form itseli" Capital I, p. 196,

17 
Compare Capital lll, p. 256 and Bortkiewi cz U9O7a7, p.8. Bortkiewicz does not offer
any explanation for the suppression of these columns as he does iegarding the conver-
sion of the tables ifto simple reproduction schemes. Although he complains about
Marx's alleged failure to "keep sepamte rigorously enough the two principles of value-
and price--calculation" (lbid.), he does not explain why these 'lrinciples" should be

" gorously" separated.
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cedure.l8 Although this example is just as important as the first one, it has

remained "invisible" for the many authors who have dealt with the

"transformation problem". Comparison of Engels' edition of chapter 9 with
the Main Manuscript permits one to establish two main differences: Engels

omitted a relevant passage and he included a numerical example that did not
appear in the original. As I will show, the omission reduced the strength of
Marx's presentation, contributing to the consolidation of Bortkiewicz's inter-
pretation. Below, I present Marx's "second example" in five subsections that
follow his text step-by-step.

2 . 1 Value and price of prodrction in a passage omitted by Engels
In the Main Manuscript, the "second example" of the transformation proce-
dure begins with a text included in Engels' edition:

In Volumes I and 2 we were only concemed with the valzes of com-
modities. Now a part ofthis value has split away as the cosl price, on lhe
one hand, while the other, the production price of the commod§ has
also developed, as a transformed form ofvalue.re

In the Main Manuscript, immediately after this text,20 there is a passage

omitted in Engels' edition:
Der Kostenpreiß ist, wie wir sehen, immer kleiner als der Werth der
Waare. Der Productionsprei/3 kann Heiner, grösser oder gleich dem
Werth der Waare sein. Der Werth der Waare = dem Werth des in der
Production der Waare aufgezehrten Capitals plus dem Mehrwerth.
Nehmen wir wie in der ursprünglichen Entwicklung des Kostenpreises
(Capitel IS Kostenpreiß = Werth des in der Production der Waaren vor-
geschossenen Capitals, so haben wir folgende Gleichungen:

trerrr=Kostenpreiß+Mehryerth. W=K+m.
ode! P/olt, als identisch oder = K + p.
mit m.p.

Kostenpteiß = Wedh - Mehrwerth. oderK=W-m.
Ptoductionspreiß = Kostenpreiß + Profit, P=K+p'.
berechnet nach der a.llgemeinen Profihate = p' .

" Cugit"l , pp.263-5iMEcA2 tt4.z,240-].
re 

Capital III, p. 263; ME1A11t4.2,239.3740. when I find little differerce b€rween the
text of Capital III and the Maio Manuscrip! I use the EDglish translation of Capital III. If
I find significant differences, I cite ftom the Main Manuscript, which is p;blished in
German.

Actually, after the text refe.led ilr footnote 20 there is a digEssion (in parentheses) refer_
ring to the calculation ofEoduction pric€ when there is fixed capital. Ibid., 23 9.41140.j.

20
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Da K = W - m und W = K + m, ist der Werth der Waare stets > als ihr
Kostenpreis.

Je nachdem m oder p jeder besondren Productionssph?ire gröper oder
kleiner oder gleich, > < oder = dem durch die allgemeine Profitrate be-
stimmten Durchschnittsprofit, wird P > < = W.
Da W = K + m oder p, und P = K + p' ist W = [P], wenn m = p', > als P,

wenn p'< m und < P, wenn p'> m.2l

It is clear that, in this passage, Marx briefly notes that yalue = cost-pice +

surplus-value (W = K * m), or, rather, W = cost-price + produced profit (W
= K + p), and thatproduction price = cost-price + appropriated profit (P = K
+ p'), where profit p' is "calculated according to the general rate of profit",
and therefore differs from the produced profit, p.2 The conceptual precision
of these equations ( Gleichungen) is not found anywhere in the published text
of volume IIL IT is important to note, however, that similar formulations are

found scattered in other places ofthe book. For example:

If we call the cost price K, the formula W = c * v + m is transformed

into the formula W = K + m, or commodity value = cost price + surplus-
value [ [...]l The capitalist cost price of the commodity is thus quantita-

tively distinct from its value or its actual cost price; it is smaller that the

commodity's value, for since W = K + m, K = W - m.23

The actual tables in which Marx presents his "first example" are also com-
patible with these equations, whereas Bortkiewicz's tables are not.

Now then, the passage omitted by Engels allows one to trace how the analysis

of the more superficial aspects of capitalist society has modified lhe concefi
ofvalue. Firstly, valre is no longer presented as the sum ofc + v + m (which

reveals its inner rationality) but as K + p, cost-price + produced profr. Sur-
plus-value has been Emlitatively transformed into profit, i.e. it is no longer

" tbid,., ZqO.l-Zl.lounrx's origina.l, the letter in square bBckets is "K", an obvious slip
of tlre pen. According to the editors, *ß text 239.41-240.26 '\trude mit Rotstift ang-
estrichen." Apparat, p. 992.

22 
Similar propositions have been defended in differenl forms by Rob€rts [9Sl], [1987],
[1997] Wolff, Roberts aIId Cdlari [1982], Carchedi [1984], [1991], Kliman and
McGlone 09881, [999], Ramos [1991], 09951, [996], Giussani ll99l-921, l&
[1993], Moseley [993], Rodrlguez tl994l, [996], Freeman [1995], [996a], Gou-
vemeü [1995], Ramos arld Rodrlguez [995], u9961, Carchedi and de Haao [1996],
Mcclone and Kliman U9961 alrd Foley 19971. A precursor of this approach is Mattick
Jr [981].

23 
Capital m, p. 118. This t€xt is not part ofthe Main Manuscript; notation from MEW 25,
p. 34 and the omitted passage.
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presented as generated by living-labor but rather in an outward and mystified
form, as produced by the whole advanced capital. However, the produced

proflrt coincides qra ntitatively with surplus-value.2a Secondly, the sum c + v
is also transformed qualitatively into an mystified magnitude, cost-price, in

which the distinction between constart and variable capital no longer exists.
(In sub-section 2.4, it will be shown that, as produced profil p, cost-price
must also be transformed quantitatively.) Lastly, production price is pre-
sented as aform ofvalae, which has been transformed only quantitatively i-e.
it differs from value only in magnitude. It is then clear from Marx's equations
that cost-price, K, is the same magnitude for both, W and P. This is at vari-
ance with the definition given by Bortkiewicz and his followers for value and
production price, in which, as was shown in section l, the cost-price in the
"system of values" is different from the cost-price in the "system of prices"
(Krij + KPij).

2.2 The "hidden" table
Following the missing text, there is a passage published by Engels in which
Marx describes in words a table illustrating the transformation procedure:

If we take it that the composition of the average social capital is 80" +
20" and the annual rate of surplus value m' = 100 per cent, the average
annual profit for a capital of 100 is 20 and the average annual rate of
profit is 20 per cent. For any cost price K of the commodities amually
produced by a capital of 100, their price ofproduction will be K + 20. In
those spheres ofproduction where the composition ofcapital is (80 - x)"
+ (20 + x)", the surplus-value actually created within the sphere, or the
annual profit produced, is 20 * x, i.e. more than 20, ard the commodity
value produced is K + 20 + x, more than K + 20, or more than the price
ofproduction. In those spheres where the composition of capital is (80 +
x). + (20 - x)", the surplus-value or profit annually oeated is 20 - x, i.e.
less than 20, and the commodity value therefore K + 20 - x, i.e. less than
the price of production, which is K + 20. Leaving aside any variation in
turnover time, the production prices of commodities would be equal to

2a 
"Prolit is fnstly oily anothet hame, or arlother category, for surplus va,lae. Since the
]vhole labour app€a$ to b€ paid thtrough this form of wages, the unpaid part ofthe same
necessadly appears as being not a result of laboü, but a result of capital, and not ofthe
vadable part of the same, but of the total capital . '[he surplus ealue ther.by receives the
form ofplofr, without any quantitatiye difference between the one and the other. It is
ooly the illusory form ofappearance ofthe same." Letter to Engels, 30 April 1868.

121
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their values only in cases where the composition of capital was by
chance precisely 80" + 20,.25

The "hidden table", comprised of3 spheres of avemge, low and high compo-
sition, may be easily written down:

Cost+rice Profit Pric€ of pr(}
duchoD

Surplu§-

I K= 80" + 20" = 100 20 K+20= 120 20 K+20 = 120

2 K=(80-r.+(20+xL= t00 20 K+20= 120 20+x K+20+x = 120+x

3 K = (80+ x). + (20-x)" = 100 20 K+ 20 = 120 20-x K+20 -x = 120-x

t 3K= 240. + 60" = 300 60 3K+60=360 60 3K+ 60 = 360

This table is directly connected to, and is consistent with, the value and pro-

duction price equations that Engels omitted. Price of production = cost-price
+ average profit and value = cost-price * produced profit; there are not two

cost-prices, one for the "system of values" and other for the "system of
prices", but only one, common, magnitude for both values and production

prices. In fact, the "hidden table" is simply a semi-algebraic illustration of
the preceding formulation, given that the composition of average capital is

80" + 20,, the rate of surplus value equals 100% and fixed capital is not em-

ployed. This connection between Marx's equations and their subsequent il-
lustration was lost in Engels' edition. It is important to note that this presen-

tation involves a srrgle table, thus differing both from the "first example", in
which there are lwo seemingly separate tables and, of course, from Bort-

kiewicz's altered version of it, commonly used as 'textual evidence". On the

basis of Marx's equations and the single table, the "double equal§" (X val-

ues : X prices of production and X surplus-values = I profits) is easily ob-

tained. Values and production prices differ only because surplus-values dif-
fer from profis, since K is the same for both W and P and surplus-value is

merely redistributed in circulation.

25 capital u, p. 263; MEGA? lv4.2,24o.28-241.4. Notation ftom the Main Manuscript.

2. 3 The arithmetical example, Engels' addition?

Once Marx has constructed the "hidden table" he undertakes the explanation

ofthe composition of capital (C/V). This is a logical step because, assuming a

uniform rate of surplus-value, the differences between values and production

prices are determined by this ratio. The point is summarized in a sentence

published by Engels with modifications:
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Wenn m + n constante Grössen = 100, x irgend eine beliebige variable

Grösse; wenn die Zusammensezung des gesellschaflichen Durchschi-
nittscapitals = C' Vo, so sind Capitatien von der Form C'*' V'-- Capi-

talien von höherer, dagegen Capitalien von der Form C** V"t. Capitali-
en von niedrigerer organischer Composition.26

After this text, Engels' version of chapter 9 includes an arithmetical illustra-
tion27 that does not appear in the Main Manuscript. In tabular form, this ex-
ample is as follows:

Constänt
capital caDilal

SuIplus Rate
profit

of Pic€ of the
product

I 80 20 20 20% 110 120

2. 90 l0 l0 20% 120 110

l 't0 30 30 200/0 120 r30

t 240 60 60 200/, 360 360

Although this illustration is not in the Main Manuscript, it is simply ar arith-
metical version of the "hidden table" which assumes x = 10. Moreover, the
same example is found in a letter to Engels, dated 30 April 1868:

Now this [the zass of capital belonging to each sphere of production
seizes a certain part of the total surplus value, in that proportion in
which it forms a part of the total social capitall is only achieved if the
annual output of commodities in each sphere ofproduction (in the above
situation where the total capital = 80c + 20, and the social rate ofprofit =
20J(80. + 20,)) is sold at the cost price + 20% pro/it on the invested
value of capital (regardless of the amount the invested fixed capital
which enters, or does not enter, the annual cost price). But the deterni-
nation of lhe price of the commodities must also diverge from their val-
zas. Only in those spheres of production where the percentage composi-
tion of capital is 80" + 20, 6o". ,1r" ,ice K (cost price) + 20% of the in-
vested capital coincide with their value. Where the composition is
higher (e.g. 90" + lg"1 11ri. O.t"e is aboye their value, where the compo-
sition is smaller (e. g. 70" + 30"), under their value.

It is clear that, although the example in the version published by Engels is an
application of Marx's equations in the Main Manuscript, these equations are
no longer presented explicitly. As a result, the numerical example lost its

26 lbid,.,24t.z+-28; tt 
"modified 

text in capital lII, p. 264.
27 c.p;ta m, p. za.
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conceptual basis and has passed by umoticed, which has made it easier for
later theorists to misunderstand the meaning of cost-price. Because, moreo-
ver, Engels did not publish this illustration as a table but as a part of the text,
it is widely believed that in chapter 9 there is only one tabular example ofthe
transformation procedure.2s

2.4 Wat is cost-price, K?
It has been shown above that, in the passage omitted by Engels, as well as in
the "hidden table" and in the arithmetic illustration included later, the cost-
price of a commodity (K) is the same magnitude for both its value (W) and its
production price (P). But what is cost-price? What is, as Marx also writes in
the missing passage, the 'Aalue of the advanced capital in the production of
commodities"2e? Does it correspond to the value or to the price of production
of the inputs which the capitalist purchases at the beginning of the circuit?
Bortkiewicz's interpretation of the "first example" of chapter 9 is grounded

on the belief that K coresponds to the yalue congealead of those commodi
ties. This opinion gave rise to the charge that Marx "completed only halfthe
process of transformation" because although he transformed the outputs, left
the inputs (i.e. the cost-prices) "in value terms".3o However, the step-by-step
reading of the "second example" makes it clear that Marx has not left the in-
puts in "value terms". In effect, after considering the composition of capital,

Marx grappled with the effect of the transformation on t}e category of cost-
price. Then, he writes:

Es ist durch die je gegebne Entwicklung allerdings eine Modification
eingetreten in respect to the determination of the cost price of commodi-
ties. Ursprünglich angenornmen, dap der Kostpreif einer Waare = dem
Werth der in ihrer Production consummirten Waaren. Da aber der Pro-
ductionspreiß einer Waare als Kospreiß in die Preißbildung einer and-
ren Waare eingeht und da der Productionspreiß abweichen kann vom
Werth der Waare, kann also auch der Kospreiß einer Waare über oder
unter delm Theile ihres Gesammtwerths stehn, der durch den Werth der
in sie eingehenden Productionsmittel gebildet wird. Es ist nöthig sich

2E 
Note also that, in the "hidden table", spheres 2. and 3. exhibit a low and high composi-
tion ofcapital, respectively, while in the arithmetical illushation this order was inverted.

29 
"Kostenpreiß = Werth des in der Production der Waarctl vorgeschossenen Capitals",
MEGA2 W4.2, 240.12-13. Wherl fixed capital is not employed, advanced capital is the
same magnitude that corstnrcd (aufgezehrtes) capital.

3o Ho.r*d *d King 119751,p.144.
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dieser modihcirten Bedeutung des Kostpreisses zu erinnem und sich da-
her zu erinnem, dap wenn in einer besondren Productionssphäre der
Kostprei.l3 der 'Waare 

:un,d, der Werth der in ihrer Production consummir-
ten Productionsmittel gleichgesetz werden, stets eirl lrrthun möglich ist.
Für unsre gegenwärtige Untersuchung nicht nöthig näher auf diesen
Punkt einzugehn.3 r

In this passage - included with modifications by Engels - Marx gives a clear
answer regarding the determination of cost-price: K does correspond to the
price ofproduction of the commodities purchased by the capitalists, not to to
tJr:e value lhey contain: "There is always the possibility of an error if, in zrrry
particular production sphere, the cost-price and the value of the consumed
means of production are equated.', Therefore, K corresponds to the produc_
tion price of rnputs. (It is important to note, however, that this refers only to
the particular case in which all capitalists obtain the general rate of profit
while, in general, K is determined by the market price ofthe inputs.r2 In this
article, I am assuming that commodities are exchanged at their prices ofpro_
duction.)
The published version of the above-quoted passage has been frequently cited
out ofcontext-as a "proof'that Marx ,.was aware that he had left the inputs in
value terms."33 However, read in connection with the equations for W and p
included in the text omitted by Engels, it is clear that Marx is simply stating
that cost-price has undergone a quantitatiye ,.modification,, which should be
added to other "modifications', already considered, namely, the transforma_
tion of surplus-value into profit, the transformation of constant capital +
variable capital into cost-price and the transformation of value into price of
production (see 2.1). Now, Marx argues, the cost-ptice is also,.modified',
quantitatively, not only qualitatively, because it is determined by the prices of
production, not by the values, of the inputs. The yalue contained. in the in_

3,1 t,ßGA2 w4.2.24139-242.1l; capital Iu ,pp.264-5.
"' "lJt us [...] assume that the productivity of the spinner,s labour [...] rcmains constant

[-J but tltd the exchange-value of the cotton varies, either by rising to six times its
fomer [pdce] or by falling to one-sixth of that lpricel.ln both the; cases, the spin_
ner [...] adds as much value, as he did before the change in the value [...] Nevertheless,
the value he ransfers ftom the cotton to the yam is either six times wini it was before,
or, i[ the second case, one-sixth as much. The same result occüs when the insEuments
of labour [become cheaper or more expensive], while their usefulness in the labour
process remaiß unaltered.', Capital I, pp.309-lO. English hanslation coEected accotd_

__ ing to MEW 23, p. 216.

" For example, Swee zy Ug42l. p. I15.
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puts, different from cost-price, cannot longer determine tlle money-value
effectively advanced by capitalists, which in its turn enters as a fraction of
both,W andP, according to Marx's equations.

It is quite possible that the dualistic widespread belief that Marx presents

cost-price as a magnitude "in value terms" arises from expressions such like
"Kostenpreiß = Werth des in der Production der Waaren vorgeschossenen

Capitals".3a As cost-price is defined as "the value of advanced capital", it is
interpreted that this cost-price is a "not transformed" magnitude belonging to

a hypothetical "value system". However, this does not take into account three

things: Firstly, that, in itself, the category "cost-price" is a transformed mag-

nitude. Secondly, that, for Marx, it is natural to conceive the advanced capital

as an amount of value for lhe simple reason that, although it is quantitatively

determined by the (production) price of the inpus, these production prices

are only an outward form ofvalue; more generally, production prices are only

"transformed forms of valna" and then, in this sense, "value magnitudes".

And, thirdly, since, under the assumptions of the second example K corre-

sponds to the advanced capital, this magnitude is necessarily determined by

the prices that the capitalists must actually pay when purchasing the inputs.

The quantitztive modification of cost-price has an important implication for

the determination of lhe magnitude of value of a given commodity, i.e., W:

The money-value advanced by capitalists no longer corresponds to the valze

crystallized in the inputs, bu:t to their production price. Constant capital, i.e

the social labor-time transfened by the means of production to the value of
commodities, is not the labor-lime objectifed in the means of production but

the labor-time represented by the money that the capitalists advance al lhe

start of the circuit, determined by their prices of production.l5 In the same

way, variable capital is not the value crystallized in wage goods but the la-

bor-time represented by the production price of those commodities.36 There-

34 
See, for irstance, Komorzynski's confirsion descriM in fooüok 8.

" '[...] rh" differenc.e between [production pricel and value, insofar as it ent€rs into the

price of the new commodity indep€ndendy of ils own Foduction proc€ss is irro?o-
rated into the value of the new commodi§ as an antec€dent element." Theories of Sur-
plus value lll, p. 167. I have substituted 'production pric€' for 'cost-!ric€', the term
used in Capital; emphasis added,

36 'As for the variable capitat, the average daily wage is certainly always equal to the yalue

product ofthe number ofhours that lhe worker must work in order to producc his neces-

sary means of subsistence; but this number of houls is its€lf distorted by the fact that the

production prices of the necessary means of subsistence diverge Aom their values." Capi-

tal tll, p. 261.
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fore, the fraction of valza corresponding to K is given by the production
prices of the inputs; in other words, the labor-time socially necessary to pro-
duce the pard portion of a commodity corresponds to the labor-time repre-
sented by their monetary production prices.3? As K is also a component of the
production prices, value and production price differ only because the pro-
duced profit (p) is not equal to the average profit (p'); cost-price is the same
magnitude for both, value and production price.
It is impo(ant to note, however, that the quantitative "modification', of cost-
price permits one to re-write K as follows:

K = value of inputs + 6,
where ö stands for the divergence between the production price and the value
ofthe inputs. Therefore, Marx's equations caa be expressed as:

W = [value of inputs + öl + p
P = [value of inputs + ö] + p'

So, although one fraction of both, commodity's value and production price,
does correspond to the value materialized in the inputs, it is not this magni-
ttde,bri cost-price, that actually enters into the formation of both, W and p.
Marx analyses this divergence contained in cost-price in a passage edited by
Engels in Capital III, chapter 12, Supplementary Remarks:

Man hat gesehn, .w]te die Abweichung der Productionspreisse von den
Werthen entspringt
l) Dadurch, daß zltn. Kostenpref einer Waare nicht der in ihr en-
thalae Mehrwert, sondem der Drchschnittsproft hinzugeschlagen
wird;
2) Daß der so vom Werth abweichende Productionspreiß einer Waare
als Element in den Kostenpreiß andrer Waaren eingeht, wodurch also
schon im Kostenpref einer Waare eine Abweichung von d em Werth der
in itu: consummirten Productionsmittel enthalten sein kann, abgesehn
von der Abweichung, die durch die Diflerenz zwischen Durchschnitt-
sprofit und Mehrwert hereinkommen kann.38

So, in point 2), Marx states that K differs liom the ..value of the means of
production consumed", a distinction which, certainly, does not imply that
there are two different "cost prices", one ..in value terms,' and, another, in
"price terms", as maintained by the dualistic interpretation. Moreover, after

37 
Values and production prices are measured in both social labor-time and money. The

.- money that capitalists advanc4 is only an objective reFesentation ofsocial labor_time.
"o I'rIEcA'1 tl4.2,Z}3r Capital m, pp. 108-9.
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this passage, Marx re-writes the equations presented in the missing para-

graph for the case ofaverage-composition commodities:

Was nun die Waaren angeht" die durch Capitalien mittlerer Zusammen-

setzung producirt werden, so ist es also möglich, daß 'tr Kostenprei§
abweicht von dem Werth dieses Bestandtheils ihres Productionspreisses

[...] Sobald dieß der Fall, ist der von V erzeugte Mehrwerth = dem

Durchschnittsprofit. Andrerseits: Weil er gleich dem Durchschnittsprofit

ist, ist der Productionspreiß K + p (der Kostenpreiß + dem Profit) = K +

m, praktisch dem Werth der Waare gleichgeseta.3e

Here, again, K appears as a single magniitde for both, value and production

price, corresponding to the production price of inputs. As in the average-

composition commodities m = p, W : P, value = production price. Marx nei-

ther suggests the existence of two "cost-prices" nor that K correspond to ttle

value contained in the inputs.

2.5 How does value determine production Prices?
Since, as has been seen, prices of production (in the genetal case, markel

prices) enter through cost-price into the formation of values, it seems that

values are determined by production prices, not the opposite. How, then, does

value determine production price? The next passage in the "second example"

clarifies the process by which production prices are determined by values.

Dabei bleibt immer der Satz richtig, dap der Kostpreiß der Waaren stets

< als ihr Werth. Denn wie auch der Kostprei.fJ der Waare vor. dem Werth

der in ihnen consummirten Productionsmittel abweichen mag, für den

Capitalisten ist dieser vergangne Irrthum gleichgültig. Der Kostpreiß der

Waare ist ihm gegeben, von seiner Production unabhängige Vorausset-

zung, während es das Resultat seiner Production ist eine Waare zu pro-

duciren, die Mehrwerth enthält, also einen Werthüberschu§ nber den

Kostpreiß seiner Waare. Sonst -practically speaking- hat der Satz dap

Kostenpreiß < als Werth der Waare, sich jetzt in den Satz verwandelt

dap Kostenpreif3 < als Productionspreiß.ao

In this passage, Marx relates the cost-price to the value of commodities

making it clear that both magnitudes are determined in different phases of

'e t ßlc{' 1v4.2,281-4; capital III, p. 309.
ao NrqcA'w4.2,242.1l-20; capiral Itr, p. 265.
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capital circuit, i.e. they are defrned. temporallyo' Because commodities are
not exchanged at their values but at their production prices, a divergence
("error") occurs, but this is a '?ar, error" (vergangner Imhrz) that is already
given at the beginnizg of capital circuit. So, cost-price is a given magnitude,
the "premise" (Yoraussezung), of the production process, while the com-
modity containing a surplus-value is the "result" (Resultat) obtained at the
end of the circuit. To elaborate upon this distinction between ,.premise" and
"result", the circuit of capital can be temporally specified as a sequence of
circulation time (1t4-{), production time (.. .P. . . ) and, again, circulation time
(C'-M').42 Let us suppose that there is no fixed capital, that the monetary ex-
pression of labor-timea3 is conslant and that the frrst circulation phase (M{)
takes place on January I't, 2000. On this day, capitalists advance money to
purchase means of production and labor-power. They are sold at their pro_
duction prices, determined by a redistribution ofthe surplus-labor objectified
as surplus-value over the preceding year. Social labor-time represented by
these monetary production prices is thus the ,.premise', for a new production
process (...P...), which spans from January 2nd to December 3l$. At the end
ofthe year, the consumption ofthe means ofproduction and labor_power has
"resulted" in new commodities the value of which has been determined dur_
ing the productioh process. When workers' living labor consumes the use_
value ofthe means ofproduction, the labor-time represented by their mone-
W production prices (constant capitat\ is transferred to the value of the new
commodities. Workers also perform necessary labor, given by the labor_time

1l 
This interpretation has bee! developed by perez [19g0], Weeks [l9gl], Ernst [1982],
Maodel and Freeman [1984], Carchedi [1984], [1991], Kliman [1988], Kliman and

Y:glTe 119881, [l999], Giussani {t991-921, Ohno [1993], Freeman [1995], [1996a],
0996b1, Maldonado-Filho [1995], Carchedi and de Haan [1996], ktiman [1996],

.. Mcclone and Kliman [1996] and Ramos [199?].
" "[...]the movements of capital rhrcugh the production spherc and the two phases of the

circulation sphere are accomplished successively in time [ih einer zeidi;hen Reihen_
,rgel. The duation of its stay in the poduction sphere formi its production time, that in
the circulation sphere its circulation time. The total arnount of time it takes to describe
its cilcuit is therefore equal to the sum ofits production time and its circulation time.,,
Capital ll, p.200; MEW 24,o.124.n' 
Th" rnon"tury 

"*p..ssion 
of labor-rime (MELT) is the amounl of money that represenls

one uit ofsocial labor-rime. See Ramos [1995], [1996] and [1997]. Marx assumes ex-
plicitly a constant MELT in a tabular example of the tansformation procedure, ..f,l =
working day," letter to Engels, 2 August 1862, arld at the begiming oi Capital lII, part
three, "The law of the Tedential Fall in the Rate of profit,,, !2 = t workng wiek,
Capital IIII, p. 317; ME3A2Ij4.2, p.285.
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represented by the monetary production price of the wage-basket (variable

capital). Expenditue of living labor beyond necessary labor "results" in sur-

plus-labor. The latter is crystallized as a surplus-value, "over and above" its

"premise", cost-price, K. When considered in relationship to K, surPlus-

value assumes the mystified fonn of produced profit (p). So, at this point,

value and surplus-value 1= produced profit) are quantitatively determined.

The temporal process of value formation can be described by re-writing
Marx's equation for value as Kr + p!t*r = WPtr*r. The "premise" of value for-

mation is K1, given by the production prices fixed at the end of the preceding

circuit. On the top of this "premise", living labor creates a surPlus-value

during the production time that elapses between t and t+1. The "resulf is

Wpt,*r, the value of commodities produced during the production time of yeat

t+l; the superscript "pt" stands for "production time". At this point, the gen-

eral rate of profit is also determined as the quotient between total surplus-

value objectified in the production Process and total costlrice, the "premise"

ofcapital circuit.
After production time, on January l"', 2001, a new circulation phase (C'-M')
is accomplished. Then, commodities are exchanged for their production

prices, a quantitatively transformed form of their values given by the previ-

ously determined magnitudes, namely, K, and the general rarc of profit. The

"trarsformation" means, therefore, that commodities are not exchanged for

their values determined in production time (Wpt"r = Kr + Rt*r), but for their

production prices. The latter are modified magnitudes, already determined

during the production time, which are manifested dving circulation time,

P"t,-r = K + p'r+t; the superscript "ct" stands for "circulation time". As in

Marx's equations, production prices differ from values only because the ap-

propriated profit (p') differs from the produced profit (P)' The

"transformation" brings about only a quantitative change, a change that al-

lows a redistribution of total profit (= total surplus value) in circulation in

such a way that all capitalists would obtain the general rate of profit were

they actually to sell at these prices.

It is therefore clear that the production prices, which emerge atthe end of any

particular capital circuit, cannot determine the values formed dzring that cir-

cuit, but, on the contrary, the latter determine the former. Production price is

only an extemal, circulation modified form assumed by the already deter-

mined magnitude of value. Certainly, production prices Iixed at the end of
one capital circuit (i.e. at the beginning of the next), affect the value forma-

tion in that next circuit. However, this is only a specific consequence of the
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fact that social labor-time must appear as money and that this manifestation
involves quantitative divergences.aa Conversely, money and the different
price forms (among them, production prices) are only expressions of social
labor-time, so that the amounts of social-labor time represented by the paid
production prices are what must enter into the cost-price of the nel, com-
modities and, then, into their values. Under the form of production price, as-
sumed by the values at the end of a capital circuit, social labor-time becomes
the determining "premise" for the value formation in the next circuit. Social
labor-time and monetary production prices are not absolutely ..separate sys-
tems", as Tugan and others have imagined, but related facets of a unique re_
ality: the substance of value and its necessary form of manifestation, which
must differ quantitatively for capitalists to obtain the general rate ofprofit.
Concluding the "second example", Marx sums up the relation between cost_
price, value and production price as follows:

T\e cost price of a commodity simply depends on the quantis ofpard
labour it contains, while the value depends on the total quantity of la-
bour it contains, whether paid or unpaid; the price of production de-
pends on the sum ofpaid labour plus a certain quantity ofunpaid labour
that is independent of its own particular sphere ofproduction.as

This only translates into words the equations contained in the passage omit_
ted by Engels. Firstly, cost-price depends on the quantity of paid labor ir
contains. This pard /aäor (K) can only be the labor paid through the form of
production prices at the beginning of capital circuit because commodities are
no longer sold and bought at their values. Secondly, valze (W,*1) depends on
the total labor it contains 'khether paid or unpaid", so that value is formed as
the sum of cost-price (paid labor, K) + surplus value (unpaid labor, mqs*1 :
prn). Finally, production price (p..i is the sum of cost_price (paid labor, K,)
+ the amount of profit necessary for obtaining the general rate of profit
(P'",).
It may seem6 that to regard the formation ofvalue as a temporal process is to
contadict Marx's concept that a commodity,s value is determined, not by the

« 
Capital I, p. 196; s€€ footrote 16.ni crpird m, p. 265; lu{E cAL1J4.2.242.2510. Emphases ftom the Main Manuscripr.'" "[...] factors which alrer the prices [...] of commodities [...] will cause simutlaneous
changes not or y in the vatuation of capital in rhose industries which use such com_
modities as means ofproduction but also in the value of the cormodity output in these
industries.", Wolff, Robens and Callari [1932], p. 581. See also Mori;him; [1973], p.
14, footnote.
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amount oflabor it actually contains, but by the amount of labor needed to re-
produce it. To discuss this, let us. suppose that, at the beginning ofthe circuit,
a yam-producing capitalist advances $100 to purchase a ton offlax. Over the

year, the flax is consumed and the social labor-time represented by $100 is

then transferred to the value of yam. At the end ofthe year, the capitalist sells

the yam and rrpurchases flax finding that its price has fallen to S90/ton. Ac-
cording to Marx, this implies that the existing srocfrs of flax will be reval-
ued.a7 This revaluation has been interpreted as also implying a retroactive

change in the social labor-time already transferred from the flax to the yarn

during the preceding year so that, at the end ofthe year, the value transfered

from the flax would be S90, instead of $100. In other words, the social labor-

time paid under the form of cost-price would not be determined at the begin-

ning ofthe circuit but at its end or, more precisely, the input (flax) and ouput
(yam) prices and values should be determined simukaneously, at the end of
the circuit. This interpretation, however, does not take into account that, al-

though the erisrilrg stocks of flax are indeed revalued, the flax purchased at

the beginning of the circuit has been consumed, i.e. its usrvalue has been

destroyed during the production process. So, at the end ofthe circuit,lhat flax

no longer has exchange-value because it no longer exists, and the value rep-

resented by its price has already been transferred to the yam. It is not a stock

that can be revalued; nor can the value advanced and transfened be modified

retroactively.as

3. An Extension ofthe Single-Table Transformation Example

The trarsformation procedure can be illustrated by means of an example

similar to Tugan's and Bortkiewicz'sae. In order to do that, the single table

presented in section 2.3 will be modified slightly as follows:

Year 0: S le uction without techlical

a7 capital l, p. 317-8.
a8 

"Hence it follows that in the labour procrss the means of production trarufer thcir vatue

to the product only in so far as they lose their exchangFvalue along with their inde-
p€ndent use-value." Capital I, p. 3l l. See Kli&an and Mcclone n9991.

ae 
Tugan [905], pp. l7l-3; Bortkiewicz [1 9O7b), pp.204-5

P o w/Q P/QK m=p p'

100 2.30 2.40170 30 200 30 230 40 240I

100 r.30 t.2070 30 100 30 t30 20 120II

240 60 100 60 360 60 360:
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The original table has been converted into a simple reproduction schema by
adding spheres 1. and 2., interpreted as producers of"machines" (department
I), while sphere 3. is departsnent II, which produces "com". I abstract from
technical change and frxed capital, and assume market clearing. The numbers
are in money units ($), assuming that the monetary expression of labor-time
is constant, $l = I working day.50 Column Q is the amount of use-values,
measured in natural units; WQ and P/Q are, respectively, the unit values and
the unit production prices. At the start of year 0 (M{), capitalists advance K
= $240"*" to purchase 100 means of production at $2.40 each ($240"), and
hire 120 worker-days of labor-power. Because the wage is $0.5 per day, total
variable capital is $60,, an amount that will allow the workers to purchase 50
means of consumption ($1.20 each). During the year, living labor is spent,
[ansfening constant capital to the new commodities and generating a sur-
plus-value (m) or profit (p) amounting to $60. Value (Wpt,*; = K1 + p,.,*1) ob-
jectified in both departments is, respectively, Wr = $200 + $30 = S230 and
Wl = $100. + S30, = $130. Because total surplus-value is $60, the uniform
rate of profit is determined as: 60o/(240, + 60,) = 20o/o. During the next cir-
culation phase (C'-M'), commodities are exchanged at their production
prices, formed as Pd,*, = K, * p'r+r, that is, their cost-price * the correspond-
ing fraction ofprofit that would allow capitalists to obtain a 20% on their ad-
vanced capital. Values are then transformed into production prices by re-
placing p with p'. For department I, $200+(l + 0.2) = S24O and, for depart-
ment II, $100*(l + 0.2) = $120. Clearly, the sum ofproduction prices is equal
to the sum of values ($360) and total surplus-value ($60) has been only re-
distibuted in circulation. Since the initial production prices are stationary,
there is no technical change and the wage rate is constant, at the end of this
circuit, values and production prices are the same as tiose at the beginning.
To explore the eflect of technical change, let us suppose that in year l, capi-
talists introduce labor-saving innovations, reducing the amount of living_
labor from 120 to 100 working days, ceteris paribus. The economy is, then,
described as follows:

Year I : The effect of labor-sa

50

innovations
K p P o wQ P/Q

I 170 25 195 25 220 33 _6 228.6 I00 22 2.286

II 70 25 95 120 16.4 llt.4 100 1.2 l.l 14

t 240 50 290 50 340 50.0 140.0

See Ramos I I 9971 and footnote 44

l*

1,,
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At the end of year 0, capitalists purchase the 100 newly produced machines

for S240, but only 100 working days, which cost S50. Therefore, capital ad-

vanced at the start of year I is lower than that advanced in year 0, releasing

§10. This means tJrat the working class cannot purchase as much corn as it
did in the previous year. Notwithsta:rding this, in order to maintain the sim-

plification of market clearing, it is assumed that capitalists, who buy an exha

amount of com (revenue) spend the money capital released. During year l,
living labor is consumed, producing a surPlus-value equal to §50. Unit val-

ues are lower than in year 0, reflecting the labor-saving innovations, W1 =

$2.20 and Wn = §1.20. The rate of profit is now equal to 50p(240" + 50,) =

17.2% so that unit production prices are Pr = S2.286 and Pn =$l.l14.Total
value (S340) is equal to total production price and total surplus-value (S50)

is equal to total profit. Assuming that in year 2 capitalist§ will purchase the

same amount of machines ard living labor, we can see t}tat the reduction in

the production prices provoked by the innovations will cause another release

of money capital. In effect, the machines tlat were worth $240 at the begin-

ning of year I are now worth $228.62, and the 100 working days can be pur-

chased for $46.41, instead of S50. This releases aPproximately $15 that may

be consumed by the capitalists as revenue

It is important to note that the labor-saving innovations reduce lhe rate of
profit measured in social labor-time. This differs from the interpretation pro-

posed by Tugan according to which the effect of increasing Productivity is a

rise in the profit rate.sl It may seem that this result comes from the fact that

the temporally determined prices do not correspond to the equilibrium posi-

tions which would be reached after a given number of circuits if the new

technique is not modified. However, there is no reason why this equilibrium

position is reached before new innovations are introduced. Tugan's result re-

qrires an instantaneozs adjustment to a situation in which input and outPut

production prices and values are identical, sometling that could result from

the action of a phantom-like Walrasian auctioneer but not from the dynamic

ofcapital.

5r 
See Tugan u90ll, Ch. vII a Tugan I9O5l, pp.l74-86. This ploposition is cunently

known as the Okishio Theorem, see Okishio [1961].
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